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A Direct Proof of Yu. A. Rozanov’s Factorization 
Theorem from the Method of D. Lowdenslagerl 
V. MANDREKAR 
Department of Statistics and Probability, Michigan State University, 
East Lansing, Michigan 48823 
A direct proof of a recent factorization theorem of Rozanov is given using the 
comparison theorem of D. Lowdenslager. 
INTRODUCTION 
Sufficient conditions for factoring a nonnegative bounded operator-valued 
function (@+(.#, #)-valued) Bochner integrable (B-integrable) with respect to 
(w.r.t.) Lebesgue measure on the circle were given by Lowdenslager [4]. 
Unfortunately the theorem as stated was incorrect [l] and a corrected form of 
it with the original proof valid was given in [6]. Recently, Rozanov [7] has given 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the problem motivated by analytic con- 
ditions for regularity of infinite dimensional stochastic processes. The purpose 
of this paper is to give a direct proof of it based essentially on the version [6] 
of [4]. The exact version of [6], needed is given as the proposition below and 
was known to the authors of [6] in this form. Before we state the proposition we 
need the following definitions. For W+(&‘, X)-valued function iW, B-integrable 
w.r.t. a measure p on a measurable space (Q, 9, PI), we shall denote by L,,, 
the class of all operator-valued functions (not necessarily bounded) from 2 into 
&’ satisfying (i) @IM1/2 is a strongly measurable Hilbert-Schmidt operator- 
valued (HS(X, %)-valued) function a.e. b], and (ii) the real-valued function 
1 @Ml/2 IE is square integrable TV. (I IE denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm.) 
In L23, CD = Y iff @Ml/2 = ?PM1j2 a.e. [CL] and 11 @ Ilk = so I @Ml/2 Iidp. 
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PROPOSITION. Let MI and M, be two .99+(#, X)-valued B-integrable w.r.t. 
Lebesgue measure on the circle. Suppose that (i) L,,, _CL,,,, ; i.e., Q, EL,,, 
implies @ EL,, M1 , and (ii) the injection map of L,,, &to L, i be bounded ani 
one-to-one then MI is factorable (i.e., MI = KK* wiih K andlyiic in the sense of 
having one-sided Fourier series K(eis) = J7:=,, K,eine), implies Mz is factorable. 
The proof is as in [6] and hence omitted. 
1. FACTORIZATION THEOREM 
In this section we give a direct proof of the main theorem in [7]. The proof 
given is in the same spirit as that of Lowdenslager [4, Theorem 21. 
THEOREM. A a+(%‘, Z)-valued function f on the unit circle, B-integrable 
w.r.t. Lebesgue measure is factorable iff there exists an analytic bounded-operator 
valued function K satisfying 
(i) 9(K) C 9?( f ljz) 
(ii) (92(f-‘/“K)) = (W(fl/“)) 
(iii) rn Iif-1/2(eie)K(eie)ll~ dB < 00. 
9 denotes the “range of”; JV denotes the “null of”, For an operator B, B- 
denotes the generalized inverse (cf. [SJ). F or a nonnegative definite operator A, 
A-1/2 denotes (Al/“)-. 11 llB denotes the uniform norm. 
For the proof we need the following lemma which is an easy consequence of 
Theorem I [2]. 
LEMMA. Let D, A be two bounded operators on X into s+? such that 
D = AA* then (i) W(A) = W(D1/2), (ii) (D-112A)(D-l’2A)* = PCI(D1,qj 
(PM denotes the projection on the subspace M), (iii) 11 D-1/2A lie = /I A-D1i2 lIB = I. 
Proof.2 (i) In Theorem 1[2] set B = Dli2 and use (1) there. 
By (3) and (c) of Theorem 1 [2], we get A = D1/2(D-1/2A) and D1/2 = 
AA-D112. Using (a) of the same theorem and the fact D = D1/zD1/2 = AA* 
we get (iii). Now D = AA* = Dl,jz(D-1/2A)(D-1/2A)* D1J2 since 
A = DV(D-WA) and D-WA 
2 We remark that, since AA* is a self-adjoint nonnegative operator, A* = UD’leiby 
a standard result, where U is a partially isometric operator so that UU* is a projection 
on <R(D1’“)>. We need the explicit representation that U* = D-‘/2A and so the details 
are included here. 
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is bounded. This implies D-l/2D1/2D1/2 = P,w,D1,1,,(D-1/2A)(D-1/2A)* Dfi2 
[5, p. 5981 since ,,JV~(D~/~) = ($2(Dllz)). But W(D-l12A) C (94?(D1/2)). Hence 
DW = (D-1/2A)(D-V2A)* D1/2. Taking adjoint on both sides D112 = 
Dl/2(D-1/2A)(D-1/2A)*, applying D-l12 on both sides and repeating the above 
argument we get (ii). 
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that f can be factored that f = @a*, Cp analytic. 
Choosing K = @, from Lemma (i), we get (i) of the Theorem. 
From Lemma (iii) and [3, p. 401, we get that jJ f -l12K 11; = I] P<Wtrlp,,J)B < 1 
giving (iii). Lemma (iii) implies (f -‘l”K)*(f -1/2K) = P2Cw(pp,) . Hence by 
Lemma (i), (ii) of the Theorem follows. 
&@&my. Let M = KK* and L,,, and L2,f be as in the introduction. We 
note that condition (iii) of the theorem and B-integrability off implies that M 
is B-integrable. We shall show that 
(9 L2.f cL2,hf y and (ii) the injection map is bounded and one-to-one. (1) 
In view of [5, Remark 4.11, Def. 4.81, Y EL~,~ implies g(Y) >_ W(f112) (9 
stands for “the domain of”). But 9(K) = W(M1/2) by Lemma (i). Thus 
g(Y) 19(f li2) 3_ B(M1j2) by condition (i). We have for YE L,,, , 
11 YM112 \IE = 11 YKK-M112 (IE < /( YK IIE . (2) 
The last inequality follows from Lemma (iii). Also by Theorem l(a) [2] and 
condition (i) we get for YE L2,f 
II YJIC IIE = II Yf 1’Y-1’2K IIE < II Yf 1’2 IIE Ilf -lj2K IIB . (3) 
From (2), (3), Remark 4.11 [5], condition (iii), and the Schwarz inequality we 
get YE L,,,, and the injection map is bounded. To show (ii) we observe that 
Lemma (i) and condition (ii) of the theorem imply that (92(f112)) = 
(W(f-‘/“Ml/“)). Suppose that 11 Y IIM = 0 then YM1i2 = 0. This implies 
Yf l12f -1/2M1/2 = 0 because f Vf -112M1/2 = Ml/z. Since Y E L2,f implies Yf 112 
is bounded we get that Yf l/2 = 0 on (W(f -1/2M1/2)) = (.%(f 1/2)). But 
Yf112 = 0 on N(f’/“). Hence Yfll2 = 0; i.e. jl Y jlf = 0. 
From l(i) and (ii) and the Proposition we obtain that f is factorable. 
We remark that the Main Theorem of [l] follows from the above theorem 
with f = M2 and K such that Ml = KK*, in the notation of [l]. 
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